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QUESTION 1

Which RecoverPoint/SE Consistency Group copy consists of all of the volumes that are the targets of replication for a
specific Consistency Group? 

A. Local Copy 

B. Production Copy 

C. Repository Volume 

D. Journal Volume 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

When setting up an AVM created file system, the storage administrator set the "is_greedy" option. When they look at the
underlying structure of the newly created file system, they notice the file system is sliced. What is the reason for this
behavior? 

A. The "is_greedy" option is ignored on mapped pools. 

B. User defined pools do not use the "is_greedy" option. 

C. Auto extend option is supported with mapped pools, but only with non-greedy AVM-created file systems. 

D. A slice is created by default, then a metavolume is placed on top of the slice for the file system ignoring the
"is_greedy" option. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants to implement a DR solution on two VNX for File located at a primary and a backup site. They have
three VDMs, each with a CIFS file system providing shares for sales, finance and marketing. What must be configured
for a successful failover? 

A. The Data Movers associated with the VDM replication must have identical interface names. 

B. The VDM root file system should be configured on storage with identical RAID types. 

C. The VDM should be built on the same user file system that contains the CIFS share. 

D. The Data Movers associated with the VDM replication must have identical physical network devices. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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When creating a clone, what size must the clone be when compared to source LUN? 

A. Half the size of the source LUN 

B. Same size of the source LUN 

C. Two times larger than the source LUN 

D. Four times larger than the source LUN 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Six months ago, you implemented an SQL 2008 database and followed EMC best practices for sizing and layout. The
database is now experiencing performance slowdowns. You configure Perfmon to capture "disk bytes per second",
"average disk queue length", and "percent disk time" in a log view for the database volumes. The log shows the disk
bytes per second remained steady but there was an increase in the average disk queue length. Which action should you
take to solve this problem? 

A. Increase the number of spindles servicing this database. 

B. Use SQL Activity Monitor to identify rogue queries that may be affecting performance. 

C. Migrate the database to lower latency spindles. 

D. Decrease the queue length setting on the HBA. 

Correct Answer: A 
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